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1. Introduction
Semi-innite programming (SIP) has been an attractive area of research in op-
timization for decades. It has important applications in industry, economics, and
science and engineering (see [13] for details). Particularly, it has interesting applica-
tions in other classes of optimization problems such as semi-denite programming
and optimal control ([9, 16, 18]). At the same time, convex programming and con-
vex semi-innite programming problems can be formulated as linear semi-innite
programming (LSIP) problems through linearization. It is reasonable to expect that
ideas and methods for LSIP also provide insight into other classes of optimization
problems.
The optimality theory of LSIP has been developed for dierent classes of LISP
problems characterized by various constraint qualications (CQs). Extensive sum-
mary of the most common and most important classes of LSIP problems is available
from [2, 4]. Of all these classes of LSIP problems, the largest class seems to be the
one specied by the so-called locally Farkas-Minkowski (LFM) CQ (note: LFM
can be further relaxed by narrowing the locality down to an interested point [15]).
It is well known that the classical KKT, complementarity, and Lagrangian saddle
point conditions are equivalent and that they each characterize the optimality for
LFM LSIP. Other classes of LSIP problems are also discussed in [2{4] and [8]. An
asymptotic optimality condition was developed in [1] for linear innite program-
ming without any CQs. For other types of semi-innite programming problems,
Corresponding author. Email: yanqun.liu@rmit.edu.au
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optimality conditions are discussed in [6, 13, 14] and [17], as well as relevant works
cited therein.
The fundamental theorem of linear programming (LP) was recently extended
to continuous LSIP in [12]. In brief, this new result establishes that under the
Slater condition, a continuous LSIP problem has an optimal solution if and only if
it has one at a generalized corner point of the feasible region. In addition, based
on this result, an ecient numerical method was developed for continuous LSIP.
Motivated by this new development, we explored the possibility of extending the
method of [12] to other classes of problems. This paper presents optimality results
for general LSIP problems without any CQs. The method of this paper is one of
some geometrical nature and the results have clear geometric interpretations.
Consider the following general LSIP problem.
min cTx
s. t. a(t)x  b(t); t 2 T;
where x 2 Rn (the space of n1 vectors) is the decision variable, c 2 Rn is a given
objective vector, T is an arbitrarily given innite index set that is not required to
have any topological structure, and a : T ! Rn (the space of 1  n vectors) and
b : T ! R are real functions on T .
The above problem is completely determined by its objective vector c, its con-
straint functions a and b and their common domain T . In this paper, the above
problem will be referred to as problem P(c; a; b; T ).
Consider the constraint vector function a in problem P(c; a; b; T ). If a(t0) = 0
for some t0 2 T , the corresponding constraint either will never be satised (when
b(t0) < 0), causing an infeasible problem, or will always be satised, making itself
valueless. This claim is valid as far T doesn't have any topological structure or
its topology isn't a concern, which is exactly the case for this paper, though in
general removing t0 from T may destroy some of its topological properties such as
compactness. Thus, we rule out the extreme case in which a(t) vanishes at some
t 2 T and suppose throughout this paper, without loss of generality, that the
constraint normal vectors a(t) for all t 2 T are unit vectors. For convenience, we
also suppose that the objective vector c is a unit vector unless mentioned otherwise.
The feasible region and the optimal solution set of problem P(c; a; b; T ) are denoted
by F and F, respectively.
For convenience, the notation P(c; a; b; T ) for an LSIP problem is frequently used
to denote LP problems by replacing T with a nite index set 
. In this paper, some
LP problems may appear in the following conventional form
min cTx
s. t. Ax  d;
where c 2 Rn, A 2 Rmn, and d 2 Rm are given. This problem will be referred to
as problem LP(c;A; d).
We write a matrix A as A = [a1; a2;    ; am] to indicate that A has rows a1, a2,
   , am, and a matrix B as B = [b1; b2;    ; bn] to indicate that B has columns
b1; b2,   , bn.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Following this introductory section, the
concepts of inclusive cone and inclusive region are introduced in Section 2, together
with some known linear programming results presented in terms of inclusive cones
and inclusive regions. Both concepts and results of Section 2 are fundamental to
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the developments of the new results of later sections. Section 3 consists of an in-
troduction of the so-called intersection inclusive region and its properties that are
crucially important to the proof of the main results of this paper, which are given
in Section 4. The rst main result is Theorem 4.4 which extends the classical com-
plementarity condition to an asymptotic form that characterizes the optimality of
a feasible point without CQ. As consequences of of Theorem 4.4, the classical KKT
and Lagrangian saddle point conditions are also generalized to asymptotic forms.
Their equivalence to the optimality of a feasible solution is stated in Theorem 4.5.
Two illustrative examples are given in this section to show how the new results work
when the classical optimality conditions do not apply. Finally, Section 5 contains
a brief summary and some comments.
2. Inclusive Cone
The underlying idea of the main results of this paper depends on the concepts
of inclusive cone and inclusive region (also called ladder) which were initially in-
troduced in [10] for LP and in [12] for LSIP. For the purpose of this paper, they
are slightly extended here so that these concepts are not necessarily related to a
specic LP or LSIP problem. Some related properties to be used later are included
in this section.
For given vectors aj 2 Rn (or Rn), j = 1; 2;    ; k, we denote by
conefa1; a2;    ; akg
the smallest convex cone containing fa1; a2;    ; akg.
Denition 1 Let c and d = [d1; d2;    ; dn] be given vectors in Rn, and
A = [a1; a2;    ; an]; aj 2 Rn; j = 1; 2;    ; n;
be a given n n invertible matrix. If
 cT 2 conefa1; a2;    ; ang;
conefa1; a2;    ; ang is called an inclusive cone of  c, and the set fx jAx  dg is
called an inclusive region (or a ladder) associated with c, denoted by
L(c;A; d) = fx j Ax  dg:
The unique solution of the linear system Ax = d is the unique vertex of L(c;A; d).
For a given inclusive region, its vertex is its only corner point. The following
lemma is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5(e) in [10], which is used in the proof
of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 2.1 Let L(c;A; d) be an inclusive region associated with c and x0 be the
vertex of L(c;A; d), and x   is a linear inequality with  2 Rn and  2 R. If
x0 >  and the inequalities [A;]x  [d;] is consistent, then there is some j0,
1  j0  n, such that L(c; A; d) is an inclusive region associated with c, where
A = [a1; a2;    ; aj0 1;; aj0+1;    ; an];
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and
d = [d1; d2;    ; bj0 1;; dj0+1;    ; dn]:
2
Denition 2 ([10, 12]) Consider a problem P(c; a; b;
) where 
 is either a nite
or an innite set. The convex cone generated by n linearly independent constraint
normal vectors a(ti)
T , ti 2 T , i = 1; 2;    ; n, is called an inclusive cone for prob-
lem P(c; a; b;
) if
 c 2 conea(t1)T ; a(t2)T ;    ; a(tn)T	 :
In this case, the corresponding set of indices I = ft1; t2;    ; tng is called the
generator of the inclusive cone which is then denoted by N(I).
If N(I) is an inclusive cone for problem P(c; a; b;
), then according to Deni-
tion 1, for
AI = [a(ti); a(t2);    ; a(tn)]
and
bI = [b(ti); b(t2);    ; b(tn)];
L(c;AI ; bI) is an inclusive region associated with c. This inclusive region will often
be denoted by L(c; a; b; I) or simply by L(I).
The following theorem, useful in our later development, is from [10]. It is parallel
to the fundamental theorem of LP and bears both theoretical and computational
importance ([10{12]).
Theorem 2.2 ([10]) Consider a linear programming problem P(c; a; b;
) in Rn.
Suppose that the set of constraint normal vectors fa(t) : t 2 
g contains a basis
for Rn. Then, the following statements are true.
(a) Problem P(c; a; b;
) has an optimal solution if and only if it has one at the
vertex of some inclusive region of problem P(c; a; b;
).
(b) Problem P(c; a; b;
) has no optimal solution if and only if it is either infea-
sible or has no inclusive region (or, inclusive cone). 2
From the classical KKT theorem, it is easy to see that the following is also true.
Lemma 2.3 Let x be a corner point of the feasible region of a linear programming
problem P(c; a; b;
). Then, x is optimal if and only if x is the vertex of an
inclusive region of problem P(c; a; b;
). 2
3. Intersection Inclusive Cone
In this section, we discuss the so called intersection inclusive cone and intersection
inclusive region obtained by restricting a given inclusive region to a special hyper-
plane. Some properties of the intersection inclusive region are given here and will
be used in the next section.
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Throughout this section, we suppose that L(c;A; d) is an inclusive region asso-
ciated with c, and x0 is its vertex, where
A = [a1; a2;    ; an]; aj 2 Rn; j = 1; 2;    ; n;
and
d = [d1; d2;    ; dn]; dj 2 R; 1  j  n:
We see that an inclusive region L(c;A; d) is a conical region having n edges. The
j-th edge of L(c;A; d), denoted by Ej , is given by
Ej =

x 2 Rn j ajx  dj and asx = ds for all 1  s  n; s 6= j
	
:
The unit vector in the recession direction of L(c;A; d) that is parallel to Ej is called
the direction vector of Ej and is denoted by e
j .
For 1  l  n, let
~A = [a1; a2;    ; al 1; el; al+1; al+2;    ; an]; (1)
A(l) = [a1; a2;    ; al 1; al+1;    ; an]; (2)
~d = [d1; d2;    ; dl 1; elx; dl+1; dl+2;    ; dn]; (3)
and
d(l) = [d1; d2;    ; dl 1; dl+1;    ; dn]: (4)
If for some 1  j  n, ej satises
cT ej = min
1sn
cT es;
we call the edge Ej a minimal edge of L(c;A; d). We note that a minimal edge is
not unique in general.
Suppose that El is a minimal edge of L(c;A; d) with direction vector e
l. For any
x 2 L(c;A; d), let
H(x; l) =
n
x 2 Rn j elx = elx
o
be the hyperplane passing through x and normal to el. Clearly, the line extending
El in Rn is cut by H(x; l) at
x0 = x0 + ((x   x0)T el)el: (5)
If x 6= x0, the unit vector v1 dened by
v1 = (x0   x)=kx0   xk (6)
is normal to el, and hence can be extended into an orthonormal basis
fv1; v2;    ; vn 1g
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for the subspace
H(x; l)  x =
n
el
o?  Rn:
For any x 2 H(x; l), since x  x 2 el	?, there exists a unique
y = [y1; y2;    ; yn 1] 2 Rn 1
such that
x  x = y1v1 + y2v2 +   + yn 1vn 1 = V y;
where V = [v1; v2;    ; vn 1]. Thus,
x = V y + x: (7)
Note that V is an orthogonal matrix. If V is considered a linear transformation
from Rn 1 to Rn, however, V T is only a left inverse of V . In addition, we see that
(7) denes an invertible mapping from Rn 1 to H(x; l).
Some useful properties are given in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 Let El be a minimal edge of L(c;A; d) with direction vector e
l. Then
L(c; ~A; ~d), where ~A and ~d are dened by (1) and (3), is an inclusive region associ-
ated with c with vertex x0 given by (5).
Proof. We need only to show that the columns of ~AT generate an inclusive cone
for c. To this end, we consider the LP problem LP(c; A; d), where
A = [A; (el)T ] and d = [b; (el)Tx0   1]:
Note that x0 violates the constraint
 (el)Tx   elx0   1:
Thus, according to Lemma 2.1, a new ladder is available from L(c;A; d) by replacing
one of the rows of A with  (el)T and replacing the corresponding component of
d with  elx0   1. Clearly, the vertex of the new ladder, denoted by x, is feasible
to problem LP(c; A; d). Theorem 2.2 indicates that x, as a feasible ladder vertex,
is an optimal solution of problem LP(c; A; d). Clearly, x is the intersection of the
hyperplane
 (el)Tx =  (el)Tx0   1 (8)
with one of the edges of L(c;A; d).
Suppose that x is the intersection of the hyperplane (8) with Ej . It is obvious
that x = x0 + ej for some   1. Since cT ej  0 and El is a minimal edge, we
see that
cT (x0 + el)  cT (x0 + ej)  cTx:
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This implies that the intersection of the hyperplane (8) with El, x
0+ el, is an opti-
mal solution of problem LP(c; A; d). Therefore, according to Lemma 2.3, L(c; ~A; d^)
is an inclusive region, where
d^ = [d1; d2;    ; dl 1; elx   1; dl+1; dl+2;    ; dn]:
Thus, the columns of ~AT generates an inclusive cone associated with c. 2
Lemma 3.2 Suppose that the following conditions are satised:
(a) x 2 L(c;A; b) n El;
(b) El is a minimal edge of L(c;A; d),
(c) x0 is the intersection of H(x; l) with the line extending El, and
(d) V = [v1; v2;    ; vn 1], where v1; v2;    ; vn 1	 is an orthonormal basis of
H(x; l)  x, of which v1 is given by (6).
Then, L( ; ; ) is an inclusive region associated with  in Rn 1, where  = V T c,
 = A(l)V , and  = d(l) A(l)x. Furthermore, L( ; ; ) contains the zero vector
of Rn 1 and has vertex y0 = [kx0   xk; 0;    ; 0]. 2
Proof. From Lemma 3.1, L(c; ~A; ~d) is an inclusive region associated with c. Thus,
there are j  0, j = 1; 2;    ; n, such that
 c =
nX
j 6=l; j=1
j(a
j)T + l( el): (9)
Let c = c  (cT el)el be the projection of c onto H(x; l)  x (= el	?). We know
that there exists  2 Rn 1 such that c = V  , which implies that
 = V T c = V T

c  (cT el)el

= V T c (10)
since
V T el = [v1; v2;    ; vn 1]T el = 0 2 Rn 1:
Now, when x is restricted to the hyperplane H(x; l), according to (7), the con-
straints ajx  bj for 1  j  n, j 6= l, become
aj(V y + x)  dj ; 1  j  n; j 6= l;
or
ajV y  dj   ajx; 1  j  n; j 6= l;
which are constraints in Rn 1. The set
(ajV )T j 1  j  n; j 6= l	  Rn 1
is obviously linearly independent as its image under V is the basis
(aj)T j 1  j  n; j 6= l	
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for H(x; l)  x. In addition, it follows from (9) and (10) that
  =  V T c
= V T (
nX
j 6=l; j=1
j(a
j)T + l( el))
=
nX
j 6=l; j=1
j(a
jV )T : (11)
Equation (11) and the linear independence of

ajV j 1  j  n; j 6= l	 imply that
L( ; ; ) is an inclusive region associated with  in Rn 1, where  = V T c,  =
A(l)V , and  = d(l) A(l)x.
Now, the vertex of L( ; ; ) is the unique solution y0 of the system y = ,
which means that
A(l)(V y0 + x) = d(l):
Hence, the point V y0 + x, also satisfying
el(V y0 + x) = elx;
is a solution to ~Ax = ~d. Thus, V y0 + x = x0, which together with the fact that
(vj)T (x0   x) = 0; 1  j  n  1;
implies that
y0 = V T (x0   x)
= [(x0   x)=kx0   xk; v2;    ; vn 1]T (x0   x)
= [kx0   xk; 0;    ; 0] (12)
Finally, it is true that 0 2 L( ; ; )  Rn 1 as
0 = A(l)V 0 = A(l)0 = A(l)(x   x)  d(l) A(l)x = :
The proof is complete. 2
Denition 3 If x 2 L(c;A; d) and the l-th edge of L(c;A; d) is a minimal edge, we
call the n 1 dimensional inclusive region L( ; ; ) given by Lemma 3.2 the inter-
section inclusive region of L(c;A; d) by H(x; l), where H(x; l) is the hyperplane
passing through x and normal to el. The inclusive cone associated with L( ; ; )
is said to be the corresponding intersection inclusive cone.
We note that the intersection inclusive region L( ; ; ) depends on the choice
of the matrix V . In addition, if the edge El is not minimal, the quantities  ,  and
 can still be dened but  and  do not determine an inclusive region associated
with  .
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4. Optimality
In this section, equivalent optimality conditions are developed for LSIP without
assuming any CQs. Several existing important optimality theorems are discussed
rst, together with two illustrative examples. This is followed by the new optimality
results and their proof. As an application, an alternative proof of the asymptotic
optimality theorem for LSIP [1] is derived from the main results of this paper.
Problem P (c; a; b; T ) is said to be locally Farkas-Minkowski (LFM in brief) at
x 2 F if every linear consequence of fa (t)x  b (t) ; t 2 Tg binding at x is a
linear consequence of a nite subsystem. It is said to be Slater if there exists a
Slater point. It is known that for a Slater problem P(c; a; b; T ) if T is a compact
topological space and a and b are continuous on T then P(c; a; b; T ) is LFM. Both
LFM and Slater LSIP problems are important in the classical optimality theory for
LSIP, which depend on the so-called generalized sequences over T , that is, functions
from T to R. A generalized sequence  : T ! R is said to be a generalized nite
sequence on T if its support given by supp() = ft 2 T j (t) 6= 0g is a nite set.
Let R(T ) denote the linear space of all generalized nite sequences on T , and R(T )+
the positive cone of R(T ). For given f : T ! Rm and  2 R(T ) with
supp() = ft1; t2;    ; tpg;
we dene
X
t2T
(t)f(t) =
P
i=1;2; ;p (ti)f(ti); if p  1;
0; if p = 0 (i.e., supp() = :)
Following [15], the optimality theorem under the LFM CQ can be stated as
follows:
Theorem 4.1 (Optimality theorem with CQ) Assume that the constraint system
of problem P(c; a; b; T ) is LFM at x 2 F . Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) x 2 F.
(ii) (KKT condition)  c 2 A (x), where
A (x) = conea(t)T j t 2 T and a(t)x = b(t)	
is the active cone at x.
(iii) (complementarity condition) There exist tj 2 T and j  0, j = 1; 2;    ; k,
such that
 c =
kX
j=1
ja(tj)
T
and
j(a(tj)x
   b(tj)) = 0; j = 1; 2;    ; k;
9
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(iv) (Lagrangian saddle point condition) There exists  2 R(T )+ such that
L(x; )  L(x; )  L(x; ); for all x 2 Rn and all  2 R(T )+ ; (13)
where the Lagrangian L(x; ) is given by
L(x; ) = cTx+
X
t2T
(t)(a(t)x  b(t)):
All known optimality conditions without any CQ are in asymptotic form. The
next optimality theorem characterizing the optimality of a feasible solution without
any CQ comes from [1] (Corollary 5).
Theorem 4.2 (Optimality theorem without CQ) A point x 2 F is optimal if
and only if there exists a sequence f(i; "i)g  R(T )+  R such thatX
t2T
i(t)b (t)  "i   cTx; for i = 1; 2;    ; (14)
and
(
X
t2T
i(t)a (t) ; "i)! ( c; 0+): (15)
It's also worth mentioning the result of [5] (Corollary 5.5) which provides a
sucient condition of the optimality of a feasible x for LSIP without CQ. That
result is given in terms of the so-called cone of extended active constraints at x.
The following are two examples for which the conditions (ii){(iv) of Theorem 4.1
fail to be necessary conditions for (i). These examples will also be used later in
this section to illustrate the new results of this paper.
Example 1 c = [1; 0], a(t) = [  sin(t); cos(t)], b(t) = sin2(t), T = ft j 0  t  g.
It is easy to see that the feasible region of this problem is F = f[x1; 0] jx1  0g.
The unique optimal solution is x = [0; 0].
The inequality  x1  0, which gives a supporting hyperplane x1 = 0 of F , is
a consequence of the given constraint system, but not a consequence of any nite
constraint subsystem. This means that the LFM CQ is not satised at x.
At the optimal solution x = [0; 0], the only active constraints are those two that
correspond to t = 0 and t = , respectively. The classical KKT, complementarity,
and the Lagrange saddle point conditions in Theorem 4.1 are not satised. In fact,
it is obvious that the classical KKT and the complementarity conditions fail to
hold at x. To see that the saddle point condition also fails, we note that the rst
inequality in (13) leads to conclusion that the support of  must be a subset of
f0; g. However, for any of the three possible cases for supp(), namely f0g, fg,
and f0; g, one can check that the second inequality is violated at x = [ 1; 0].
Example 2 c = [0; 1], a(t) = [sin(t);  cos(t)], b(t) = 0, T = ft j 0 < t < =2g.
For this example, the feasible region is F = f[x1;x2] j x1  0; x2  0g. There
are multiple solutions and the optimal solution set is F = f[x1; 0] j x1  0g.
The inequality  x2  0, which gives a supporting hyperplane x2 = 0 of F , is
a consequence of the given constraint system, but it is not a consequence of any
10
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nite constraint subsystem. The LFM CQ is thus not satised.
At the optimal solution [0; 0], all constraints are active. At any other optimal
solution [x1; 0] (x1 < 0), there is simply no active constraint. The classical KKT,
complementarity, and the Lagrange saddle point conditions are not satised at any
optimal solution.
The above examples show that the LFM CQ cannot be completely removed for
conditions (ii){(iv) in Theorem 4.1 to be necessary for optimality. The remaining of
this section is devoted to obtain generalized versions of the classical KKT, comple-
mentarity, and Lagrangian saddle point conditions that characterize the optimality
of a feasible solution for LSIP without any CQs.
In the following, we consider a sequence of inclusive regions
L(ci;Ai; b
i); i = 1; 2;    ; (16)
with corresponding sequence of vertices xi, i = 1; 2;    , where
Ai = [a
i;1; ai;2;    ; ai;n]; ai;j 2 Rn; 1  j  n; (17)
and
bi = [bi1; b
i
2;    ; bin]; bij 2 R j = 1; 2;    ; n: (18)
We assume that the following properties are satised.
kcik = kaijk = 1; i = 1; 2;    ; 1  j  n; (19)
ci ! c0 (i!1); for some c0 2 Rn; (20)
xi ! x0 (i!1); for some x0 2 Rn: (21)
Sequences of inclusive regions satisfying (19)-(21) are of special importance to the
new optimality results. The following is a related result that will used in the proof
the rst main result, Theorem 4.4.
Lemma 4.3 Consider the sequence of inclusive regions given by (16)-(18) with
corresponding sequence of vertices

xi
	
. If conditions (19)-(21) are satised and
there exists x 2 \1i=1L(ci;Ai; bi) such that
(c0)T (x0   x) = 0; (22)
d = kx0   xk > 0: (23)
Then, there exist an innite sequence of integers, denoted by I, and corresponding
sequences

~ci
	
i2I and

~xi
	
i2I in R
n, and indices 1  s(i; j)  n, for i 2 I and
j = 1; 2;    ; k (1  k  n) such that
~ci   ci ! 0 (i 2 I; i!1); (24)
~xi ! x (i 2 I; i!1); (25)
ai;s(i;j)~xi = bis(i;j); i 2 I; j = 1; 2;    ; k; (26)
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and for each i 2 I there exist ij  0, j = 1; 2;    ; k such that
 ~ci =
kX
j=1
ij(a
i;s(i;j))T ; (27)
where ai;s(i;j), j = 1; 2;    ; k, are linearly independent.
Proof. When n = 1, (19) and (20) mean jc0j = 1. It follows that conditions (22)
and (23) cannot be satised at the same time. Thus, the lemma is true for n = 1.
To prove the lemma for n  2, we use induction on the dimension n.
When n = 2, we have Ai = [a
i;1; ai;2] and bi = [bi1; b
i
2]. As x
i minimizes (ci)Tx
over L(ci;Ai; b
i), we see that (ci)Tx  (ci)Txi. Since
(ci)T (x   tci)!  1 (t! +1);
it follows that
x   tci 62 L(ci;Ai; bi) for suciently larget:
Thus, there exist index s(i; 1) 2 f1; 2g and constants i and "i with i  "i  0
such that x^i = x   ici and ~xi = x   "ici satisfy
ai;s(i;1)~xi = bis(i;1); (28)
ai;s(i;1)(x   "ci) > bis(i;1); for " > "i;
and
(ci)Tx   ikcijj2 = (ci)T x^i = (ci)Txi: (29)
From equation (29) and the assumptions (19)-(23), we get
i = ikcik2 = (ci)T (x   xi)! 0:
This implies
0  "i  i ! 0:
Thus, from the denition of x^i and ~xi,
lim
i!1
x^i = lim
i!1
~xi = x: (30)
Equation (30), together with (21), implies
lim
i!1

~xi   xi
k~xi   xik  
x^i   xi
kx^i   xik

= 0: (31)
Since (x^ xi) ? (x x^), ~x is on the line segment connecting x and x^ (see Figure 1,
12
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where ai represents ai;s(i;1)), and kcik = kai;s(i;1)k = 1, we see that
(ai;s(i;1))T + ci =  ~xi   xik~xi   xik   x^i   xikx^i   xik
 ;
(31) indicates that
(ai;s(i;1))T + ci ! 0 (i!1): (32)
From (28), (30) and (32), the lemma holds true for n = 2 if we choose I = f1; 2;    g
and ~ci =  (ai;s(i;1))T for all i 2 I.
x0
·
Ei,2
Ei,1
x˜i
xi
ai
−ci (ci)Tx = (ci)Txi
x∗
xˆi
·
·
x = x∗ − sci, s ∈ R
·
·
Figure 1. Explanation of the proof of Lemma 4.3, case n = 2.
Suppose that the lemma is true for n = p  2. Consider n = p + 1. For each
integer i, we assume without loss of generality that the n-th edge Ei;n of L(c
i;Ai; b
i)
is one of its minimal edges, and the direction vector of Ei;n is simply denoted by
ei. The hyperplane passing through x and normal to ei is denoted by Hi(x; n).
Let
~Ai = [a
i;1; ai;2;    ; ai;p; ei]; i = 1; 2;    ;
and
~bi = [bi1; b
i
2;    ; bip; eix]; i = 1; 2;    :
Since Ei;n is a minimal edge of L(c
i;Ai; b
i), we see that, for each integer i, prob-
lem P(ci; ~Ai;~b
i) has optimal solution at its corner point. Thus, L(ci; ~Ai;~b
i) is an
inclusive region associated with ci. The vertex of L(ci; ~Ai;~b
i) is denoted by xi.
To complete the proof, we consider two complementary situations.
Case I. There exists an innite sequence of integers, denoted by I, such that
xi = x for all i 2 I. In this case, for each i 2 I, we choose ~xi = xi and ~ci = ci.
Then, it can be seen that the lemma holds true according to Lemma 3.1.
13
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Case II. There are at most nitely many i's such that xi = x. Then, xi 6= x if
i is suciently large.
We dene vi;1 by
vi;1 = (xi   x)=kxi   xk
and extend fvi;1g into an orthonormal basis for Hi(x; n)  x =

ei
	?
:
vi;1; vi;2;    ; vi;p	 :
Then we dene a matrix Vi by
Vi = [v
i;1; vi;2;    ; vi;p]:
By Lemma 3.2, the intersection inclusive region L( i; i; 
i) of L(ci;Ai; b
i) by
Hi(x
; n) is well dened. The intersection inclusive region L( i; i; i), and its
vertex yi satisfy, for i = 1; 2;    ;
 i = V Ti c
i = V Ti
 
ci   ((ci)T ei)ei = V Ti ci; (33)
i = Ai(n)Vi = [a
i;1; ai;2;    ; ai;p]Vi; (34)
i = bi(n) Ai(n)x = [bi1; bi2;    ; bip] Ai(n)x; (35)
yi = V Ti (x
i   x) = [kxi   xk; 0;    ; 0]; (36)
and
0 2 \1i=1L( i; i; i): (37)
If there is a sequence of integers I such that the corresponding sequence

yi
	
i2I
satises
yi ! 0 (i 2 I; i!1); (38)
we choose ~xi = xi and ~ci = ci for all i 2 I, where ci is the projection of ci onto
Hi(x
; n). Since, according to (36), (38) implies
xi ! x (i 2 I; i!1);
thus we have
~xi ! x (i 2 I; i!1); (39)
From (22), we have
(ci)T (xi   xi)! (c0)T (x   x0) = 0 (i 2 I; i!1);
and hence
j(ci)T eij = j(ci)T ((xi   xi)=kxi   xik)j ! 0 (i 2 I; i!1):
14
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Thus, ~ci satises
~ci = ci = ci   ((ci)T ei)ei ! c0 (i 2 I; i!1): (40)
For each i 2 I, xi hence ~xi(= xi) is on the line obtained by extending Ei;n. There-
fore,
ai;j ~xi = bij ; for all i 2 I and j = 1; 2;    ; p: (41)
Furthermore, for i 2 I, as L( i; i; i) is an inclusive region associated with  i, we
have
  i =
pX
j=1
i;j(a
i;jVi)
T :
Consequently, we have
 ~ci =  ci
= Vi(  i)
= Vi
pX
j=1
i;j(a
i;jVi)
T
=
pX
j=1
i;j(a
i;j)T : (42)
Expressions (39){(42) show that, in case (38) is satised, the lemma is true for
n = p+ 1.
On the other hand, if (38) is not satised for any innite integer sequence I,
there must exist a sequence I of integers such that
yi ! y0 6= 0 (i 2 I; i!1): (43)
Let y = 0 be the zero vector in Rp. From (33){(37),

L( i; i; 
i)
	
i2I satises
y 2 \1i=1L( i; i; i); (44)
and
kyi   yk ! ky0k > 0 (i 2 I; i!1): (45)
Clearly,

 i
	
I
is bounded. It has a converging subsequence which is assumed with-
out loss of generality to be

 i
	
I
itself and satises
 i ! 0 (i 2 I; i!1) (46)
for some 0 2 Rp. In addition, since
ci   ci = ((ci)T ei)ei ! 0 (47)
15
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and
(ci)T (xi   x) = (ci)T (xi   xi) + (ci)T (xi   x)! 0 (i!1);
we have
( i)T yi = (V Ti c
i)T yi
= (ci)T (Viy
i)
= (ci)T (xi   x)
= (ci)T (xi   xi) + (ci)T (xi   x)
= (ci)T (xi   x)
= (ci   ci)T (xi   x) + (ci)T (xi   x)
! 0 = (0)T y (i 2 I; i!1): (48)
Furthermore, as Vi is norm preserving on Hi(x
; n), equation (47) implies that
k ik = kV Ti cik = kcik = kci   ((ci)T ei)eik
 kcik   k((ci)T ei)eik = 1  j(ci)T eij ! 1 (i!1): (49)
We see from (43){(49) that the sequence
L( i=k ik; i; i)
	
i2I  Rp
satises the conditions of the lemma. Therefore, according to the induction as-
sumption, there exists a subsequence of I, still denoted by I, and correspond-
ing sequences

~yi
	
i2I and

~ i
	
i2I , and indices 1  s(i; j)  n, for i 2 I and
j = 1; 2;    ; k (1  k  p) such that
~ i ! 0 (i 2 I; i!1); (50)
~yi ! y = 0 (i 2 I; i!1); (51)
ai;s(i;j)Vi~y
i = bis(i;j)   ai;s(i;j)x; i 2 I; j = 1; 2;    ; k; (52)
and for each i 2 I there exist ij  0, j = 1; 2;    ; l such that
 ~ i =
kX
j=1
ij(a
i;s(i;j)Vi)
T : (53)
For i 2 I, let ~ci = Vi~ i. Then, (33), (46) and (50) imply that
k~ci   cik = kVi(~ i    i)k ! 0 (i 2 I; i!1):
This, together with the fact that ci   ci ! 0 (i!1), means that
~ci ! c0 (i 2 I; i!1): (54)
16
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At the same time, let ~xi be dened as ~xi = Vi~y
i + x. Then (51) indicates that
~xi ! x (i 2 I; i!1): (55)
Now, ~ i = V Ti ~c
i as ~ci = Vi~
i 2 Hi(x; n). We see that (52) implies
ai;s(i;j)(Vi~y
i + x) = bis(i;j); j = 1; 2;    ; l;
and hence
ai;s(i;j)~xi = bis(i;j); j = 1; 2;    ; k: (56)
Equation (53) implies
 V Ti ~ci = V Ti
kX
j=1
ij(a
i;s(i;j))T ;
which, since
Pk
j=1 
i
j 2 Hi(x; n), leads to
 ~ci =
kX
j=1
ij(a
i;s(i;j))T : (57)
Equations (54){(57) show that the lemma is true for Case II. 2
Theorem 4.4 A feasible solution x of problem P(c; a; b; T ) is an optimal solution
if and only if there exist, for each i = 1; 2;    , an integer k = k(i) satisfying
1  k  n, a unit vector ci and a point xi, both in Rn, and an index set
Ti =

ti1; t
i
2;    ; tik
	  T
such that
ci ! c; (i!1); (58)
xi ! x; (i!1); (59)
a(tij)x
i = b(tij); j = 1; 2;    ; k; (60)
and
 ci =
kX
j=1
ija(t
i
j)
T ; (61)
where ij > 0, and a(t
i
j), j = 1; 2;    ; k, are linearly independent.
Before giving a proof for this theorem, we note that the integer k = k(i) in the
theorem may be required to be independent of i. Furthermore, the multipliers ij
may be relaxed from being positive to being non-negative.
Proof. We rst prove the suciency. Let conditions (58){(61) be satised and
x 2 F be any given feasible solution to problem P(c; a; b; T ). It is clear that xi
17
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is an optimal solution and x is a feasible solution to problem P(ci; a; b; Ti). Thus,
(ci)Txi  (ci)T x for all i = 1; 2;    . From conditions (58) and (59), we see that
cTx = lim
i!1
(ci)Txi  lim
i!1
(ci)T x = cT x
which means that x is an optimal solution to problem P(c; a; b; T ).
To prove the necessity, let x be an optimal solution of problem P(c; a; b; T ).
Suppose that 
 = f!1; !2;    ; !2n 2g is an index set such that 
 \ T = . We
extend the denition of both a(t) and b(t) to 
 as follows:
a(!j) =

(uj)T ; for j = 1; 2;    ; n  1;
 (uj)T ; for j = n; n+ 1;    ; 2n  2; (62)
and
b(!j) =

1 + (uj)Tx; for j = 1; 2;    ; n  1;
1  (uj)Tx; for j = n; n+ 1;    ; 2n  2; (63)
where

u1; u2;    ; un 1	 is an arbitrarily chosen orthonormal basis for the sub-
space

x
 cTx = 0	  Rn.
Consider the LSIP problem P(c; a; b; T [ 
) which can be explicitly formulated
as follows:
min cTx (64)
s. t. a(t)x  b(t); t 2 T (65)
(ui)Tx  1 + (ui)Tx; i = 1; 2;    ; n  1 (66)
 (ui)Tx  1  (ui)Tx; i = 1; 2;    ; n  1 (67)
It is obvious that x is an optimal solution of problem P(c; a; b; T [
). We dene,
for each  > 0, a compact set S  Rn by
S =

x 2 Rn  cTx  cTx; kx  xk = 	 :
Consider each i = 1; 2;    and the corresponding set S1=(i+1). For each y 2
S1=(i+1), we choose an index t
i
y 2 T [
 and an open ball O(y; "y)  Rn with centre
y and radius "y as follows:
Case I. y 2 S1=(i+1) satises cT y < cTx. Then, y is infeasible to prob-
lem P(c; a; b; T ), and y must violate a constraint corresponding to some tiy 2 T .
That is, a(tiy)y > b(t
i
y). Thus, there exists O(y; "y) such that
a(tiy)x > b(t
i
y); for all x 2 O(y; "y): (68)
Case II. y 2 S1=(i+1) satises cT y = cTx. In this case, since the point x+(y 
x) (  0) moves away from x as  increases from  = 0, it will eventually
violate at least one of the constraints in (66) and (67) that correspond to the index
set 
. Suppose that the rst of these constraints that is to be violated has index
tiy 2 
. Then,
a(tiy)(y   x) = max fa(!)(y   x) j ! 2 
; a(!)(y   x) > 0g :
18
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It is easy to see that the point
y = x + (y   x)=  a(tiy)(y   x) (69)
is on the hyperplane a(tiy)x = b(t
i
y). In addition, x
, y and y are on the same line,
and
ky   xk = k(y   x)=(a(tiy)(y   x))k  1 > 1=(i+ 1) = ky   xk:
The last inequality, together with (69), means that y is located strictly between x
and y on the line segment joining x and y. Consider the open ball O(y; 1=(i+ 1))
with centre y and radius 1=(i+ 1). There exists "y > 0 such that
O(y; "y)  fsx + (1  s)x j 0 < s < 1; x 2 O(y; 1=(i+ 1))g ; (70)
as the right hand side of (70) is an open set containing y.
Since S1=(i+1) is covered by the family of open sets
O(y; "y) j y 2 S1=(i+1)
	
;
it is covered by a nite subfamily
O(yj ; "yj ) j j = 1; 2;    ; ni
	
:
This gives a nite sequence
fyi j i = 1; 2;    ; nig  S1=(i+1):
With tiyj determined above for j = 1; 2;    ; ni, let
T^i =

tiy1 ; t
i
y2 ;    ; tiyni
	
:
Consider the LP problem P(c; a; b; T^i). It is clear that this problem is feasible and
bounded. Therefore, according to Theorem 2.2, it has an optimal solution xi at the
vertex of some inclusive region L(c; a; b; Ti) of problem P(c; a; b; T^i), where
Ti =

ti1; t
i
2;    ; tin
	  T^i: (71)
Thus,
a(tij)x
i = b(tij); j = 1; 2;    ; n; (72)
and there exist ij  0, j = 1; 2;    ; n, such that
 c =
nX
j=1
ija(t
i
j)
T : (73)
If xi = x for some i = i0, x is the vertex of L(c; a; b; Ti0). Equations (72) and
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(73) become, respectively,
a(ti0j )x
 = b(ti0j ); j = 1; 2;    ; n; (74)
and
 c =
nX
j=1
i0j a(t
i0
j )
T ; i0j  0; 1  j  n: (75)
Because none of the constraints corresponding to ! 2 
 is active at x, (74) implies
that Ti0  T . Suppose that there are k (1  k  n) positive multipliers in (75), and
assume without loss of generality that they are i0j , j = 1; 2;    ; k. Then (58){(61)
hods true if we take Ti =
n
ti01 ; t
i0
2 ;    ; ti0k
o
, ~xi = x, ~ci = c, and ij = 
i0
j for all
i = 1; 2;    ; and 1  j  k.
Now consider xi 6= x for all i. In this case, the half-line starting from x and
passing through xi intersects S at some point xi. Since S is covered by
fO(yj ; "yj ) j j = 1; 2;    ; nig;
we see that
xi 2 [O(yj ; "yj ) j j = 1; 2;    ; ni	 :
If there is some yj (1  j  ni) satisfying cT yj < cTx such that xi 2 O(yj ; "yj ),
then xi is located between x and xi as xi is infeasible to problem P(c; a; b; T^i).
This implies that
cTxi > cT xi  cTx   kxi   xk = cTx   1=(i+ 1):
Otherwise, there must be some yj (1  j  ni) satisfying cT yj = cTx such that
xi 2 O(yj ; "yj ). In this case, xi is located between x and some y^i satisfying
y^i 2 O(yj ; 1
i+ 1
) \ x j a(tiyj )x = b(tiyj )	 ;
where yj is related to yj according to (69). This implies that
cTxi  cT y^i = cT (yj + (y^j   yj))  cTx   ky^j   yjk > cTx   1=(i+ 1):
Thus, xi satises
cTx   1=(i+ 1) < cTxi  cTx (76)
and the sequence

xi
	
satises
xi
	  x 2 Rn j a(!)x  b(!) + 1; 8! 2 
; and cTx   1  cTx  cTx	 :
This shows that

xi
	
is bounded and has a converging subsequence which without
loss of generality is assumed to be

xi
	
itself. Let xi ! x0. Then from (76) we get
cTx0 = cTx and x0 satises constraints (66) and (67).
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If x0 = x, it is easy to see that (58) and (59) of the theorem hold true by taking
~xi = xi and ~ci = c. (72) indicates that Ti  T when i is large. Then, (60) and (61)
are derived from (72) and (73) by dropping those terms for which ij = 0.
If x0 6= x, according to Lemma 4.3, there exist sequences ~xi	 and ~ci	 such
that (58){(61) are all satised. As ~xi ! x, when i is suciently large, any of the
constraints corresponding to ! 2 
 is inactive at xi. Thus, the constraint indices
in (60) are contained in T . The proof of Theorem 4.4 is complete. 2
Consider the sequences

~xi
	
and

~ci
	
in Theorem 4.4. Let
T (~xi) = ft j t 2 T; a(t)~xi  b(t)g:
Then, ~xi is an optimal solution to problem P(~ci; a; b; T (~xi)), and (60) and (61) are
equivalent to the complementarity condition for problem P(~ci; a; b; T (~xi)) at ~xi.
It is clear that for any LSIP problem, the classical KKT, complementarity, and
Lagrange saddle point conditions either all hold or all fail at an optimal solution.
Therefore, we have the following straightforward consequence of Theorem 4.4.
Theorem 4.5 Let x 2 F . The following statements are equivalent:
(i) x 2 F;
(ii) (generalized KKT condition) there exist sequences f~cig and f~xig such that
~ci ! c; (i!1); (77)
~xi ! x; (i!1); (78)
and
 ~ci 2 A(~xi); i = 1; 2;    ; (79)
(Note that A(~xi) as dened in Theorem 4.1 is the same as the active cone at
~xi w.r.t. problem P(~ci; a; b; T (~xi)).)
(iii) (generalized complementarity condition) there exist sequences

~ci
	
and
f~xig satisfying (77) and (78), and tij 2 T (~xi), 1  j  k, such thatn
a(tij) j 1  j  k
o
is linearly independent,
a(tij)~x
i = b(tij); 1  j  k; i = 1; 2;   
and
 ~ci =
nX
j=1
ija(t
i
j)
T ; ij > 0; j = 1; 2;    ; k; i = 1; 2;    ;
(iv) (generalized Lagrange saddle point condition) there exist sequences

~ci
	
and
~xi
	
satisfying (77) and (78), and i 2 R(T (~x
i))
+ , i = 1; 2;    , such that
L(~xi; )  L(xi; i)  L(x; i); i = 1; 2;   
for all x 2 Fi =

x j a(t)x  b(t) for all t 2 T (~xi)	 and all  2 R(T (~xi))+ ,
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where
L(x; ) = cTx+
X
t2T
(t)(a(t)x  b(t)):
2
As an application, a proof of Theorem 4.2 based on Theorem 4.5 is given below.
Proof of Theorem 4.2: Let x 2 F: Let ~ci; ~xi; tij and ij be as in Theo-
rem 4.5(iii). Take
"i = max
n
cTx    ~ciT ~xi; 0o
and i 2 R(T )+ such that
i (t) =

ij ; t = t
i
j ; j = 1; :::; k;
0; otherwise.
By the assumptions, "i ! 0+ andX
t2T
i (t) a (t) =  ~ci !  c;
which justies (15). Moreover,
X
t2T
i (t) b (t) =
kX
j=1
ji b
 
tij

=
kX
j=1
jia
 
tij

~xi
=    ~ciT ~xi
 "i   cTx;
so that (14) holds.
Now we assume that (14) and (15) hold. Let ~ci :=  Pt2T i (t) a (t) and let
x 2 F : Then,
 
~ci
T
x =  
X
t2T
i (t) a (t)x   
X
t2T
i (t) b (t)  cTx   "i  cTx:
Taking limits as i!1 we get that cTx  cTx: Thus, x 2 F: 2
Now we go back and revisit Examples 1 and 2. As we have seen earlier in this
section, the classical optimality conditions of Theorem 4.1 are not satised at the
optimal solutions for both examples. On the other hand, the LSIP problems in
both examples satisfy the optimality conditions given in Theorem 4.5.
We can easily verify that, for Example 1, Theorem 4.4 is satised with the fol-
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Figure 2. Explanation of Theorem 4.5 by Example 1.
lowing sequences:
~xi = [  sin(=4i); 0];
~ci = c = [1; 0];
Ti = f=4i; (4i  1)=4ig ; (k = 2; ti1 = =4i; ti2 = (4i  1)=4i):
Note that in the above example,

~ci
	
can be chosen as a constant sequence, but
~xi
	
cannot be constant. Figure 2 shows the above sequence

~xi
	
and the active
constraints at ~xi for the rst few i values. For this example, there are many other
choices for the sequences

~xi
	
,

~ci
	
, and fTig.
For Example 2, any point on the negative x-axis is an optimal solution. For
each optimal solution x = [ ; 0], (58){(61) of Theorem 4.4 are satised with the
following ~xi, ~ci and Ti (see Figure 3):
~xi = [ ;  tan(=5i)]; i = 1; 2;    ;
~ci = c = [sin(=5i);  cos(=5i)]; i = 1; 2;    ; and
Ti = f=5ig ; (k = 1; ti1 = =5i); i = 1; 2;    :
It is of interest to note that optimal solutions of LSIP problems can be classied
into four types according to the convergence pattern of the sequences

~xi
	
and
~ci
	
, as specied below.
I. x 2 F and (ii)-(iv) of Theorem 4.5 are satised by ~xi = x and ~ci = c for
i = 1; 2;    .
II. x 2 F is not of type I, (ii)-(iv) of Theorem 4.5 are satised by ~ci = c,
i = 1; 2;    , and some non-constant sequence ~xi	.
III. x 2 F is not of type I or type II, (ii)-(iv) of Theorem 4.5 are satised by
~xi = x, i = 1; 2;    , and some non-constant sequence ~ci	.
IV. x 2 F is not any of above type. In this case, none of the sequences ~xi	
and

~ci
	
in Theorem 4.5 can be constant.
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Type I optimal solutions are those of LSIP problems at which the classical KKT,
complementarity and Lagrangian saddle point conditions hold. An example of type
II optimal solution is the optimal solution of the LSIP problem in Example 2. The
optimal solution x = [0; 0] for the problem in Example 1 is a type III optimal
solution, while the remaining optimal solutions for this problem are all of type IV.
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Figure 3. Explanation of Theorem 4.5 by Example 2.
5. Comments
In this paper, three new equivalent conditions characterizing the optimality of a
feasible solution for general linear semi-innite programming without constraint
qualications have been provided. They are direct generalizations of the classical
KKT, complementarity, and Lagrangian saddle point conditions. The method used
in this paper, in contrast to the classical convex analysis method, is based on nite
dimensional analysis and the geometric properties of so called inclusive cone that
coexists with the associated inclusive region. The current paper and some related
previous works ([10{12]) demonstrate that the inclusive cone and inclusive region
are ecient tools for the theory and computation of linear optimization problem.
The method is expected to be useful in the theoretical analysis and the numerical
study of general convex optimization. This will be investigated as a future research.
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